
Erin 

 

Introduction 

Erin is an odd bell Principle, i.e. all the bells, including the treble, do the same work.  

It is very closely related to Stedman but simpler.  It can be rung on any odd number 

of bells from 5 upwards.   

If you already know and understand Stedman you should find Erin easier to ring.  If 

you don’t already know Stedman, then you will find Erin a useful stepping stone on 

the way to ringing Stedman. 

If you already know Stedman 

You will recall that Stedman comprises alternate quick and slow sixes (see separate 

notes on Stedman).  Erin is just slow sixes.  This means that you only go in one way 

so don’t have to work out which way to go in.  Because it is just slow sixes, the 

course is quite short (42 changes for Triples) and the bells stay in the same coursing 

order (7531246) unless a call is made. 

Whilst in Stedman we normally start with rounds as the 4th change of a quick six, in 

Erin we start at the six end.  This means that, apart from bells 1 and 2, all the bells 

start by hunting. 

You can skip the next bit! 

If you don’t already know Stedman 

Erin is based on 3 bells doing backward hunting on the front while all the other bells 

are double dodging in the higher positions.  As there are just 6 changes on 3 bells, 

the basic unit of the method is the “six” rather than the lead. 

3 bells backward hunting looks like this: 

123 backstroke 

132  handstroke 

312 backstroke 

321 handstroke   Note that leading is at backstroke and handstroke  

231 backstroke   rather than the more familiar handstroke then 

213 handstroke   backstroke. 

123 backstroke 

Because Erin is based on backward hunting, whenever you lead it is at backstroke 

then handstroke and the dodges in 1/2 are also made at backstroke and handstroke. 

  



Ringing Erin 

 1234567 

2143657 

1246375 

1423657 

4126375 

4213657 

2416375 

4261735 

2467153 

2641735 

6247153 

6421735 

4627153 

6472513 

4675231 

4762513 

7465231 

7642513 

6745231 

7654321 

6753412 

6574321 

5673412 

5764321 

7563412 

5736142 

7531624 

7356142 

3751624 

3576142 

5371624 

3517264 

5312746 

5137264 

1532746 

1357264 

3152746 

1325476 

3124567 

3215476 

2314567 

2135476 

1234567 

Erin Triples is shown on the right with the six ends underlined. 

All the bells, except 1 and 2, start by hunting for two blows, so 3 

and 5 go out to do double dodges in 4/5 up and 6/7 up 

respectively.  The 7th lies behind and then does a double dodge 

down.  Bells 4 and 6 go in, the 4th to start the slow work and the 6th 

to double dodge 4/5 down. 

Bells 1 and 2 have unusual starts and, as a result, often catch 

people out!   

The treble does one blow in seconds and then leads full at 

backstroke and handstroke before making thirds and going out to 

dodge 4/5 up. 

The 2nd does one blow at lead and then goes out to make thirds 

before going back to do dodge and lead, thirds and out. 

There is only the one type of front work: 3rds, lead & dodge, 3rds, 

dodge and lead, 3rds and out. 

Note: As you move through the course, you pass the other 

bells in the coursing order - the same as in Plain Hunt! 

What usually catches people out is doing the lead & dodge and 

dodge & lead both at backstoke and handstroke.  If you’re not 

used to “wrong” way working, this can feel strange. 

Bobs and Singles 

Calls are made the same as in Stedman so please see the 

Stedman notes for these.  The good thing is that you don’t need to 

work out how the call affects which way you go in next time. 


